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Abstract
A wireless sensor network (WSN) can be employed in many application areas such as traffic control and industrial automation. In WSNs, clustering achieves energy efficiency and scalable performance. A cluster is formed by several sensors nodes, and one of them is elected as cluster-head (CH). A CH collects information from the cluster members and sends aggregated sensed data to the base station (BS) or another CH. The main task of a routing protocol in a WSN is to forward these sensed data to the BS. This paper analyses the advantages of cluster-based routing protocols vs. flat routing protocols in WSNs.

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) can be employed in many application areas for various civilian and military scenarios. The main reason is that a WSN does not require a pre-defined network infrastructure and can be deployed on an ad-hoc basis. A sensor node in a WSN senses the sensing field and gathers important data such as temperature and detection of enemy movement. Next, these data must be processed and sent to the base station (BS) for taking critical decisions. A BS is a piece of equipment that has more energy capacity, processing power, and memory than usual sensor nodes. A sensor node contains wireless transmitters or receiver antennas, and is constrained in processing capability, power supply, and transmission bandwidth. As the sensor nodes are randomly deployed in the sensing field, their batteries are not recharged. As a result, prolonging the life span of a WSN is an important problem. To solve this problem, many cluster-based routing techniques\(^2,3\) have been proposed.

Flat routing vs. hierarchical routing in WSNs
Routing in a WSN can be flat or hierarchical (or cluster-based) routing.

Flat routing
In a WSN with flat network structure, all nodes operate similarly and perform the same tasks.
Particularly, for the transmission of data in a flat WSN, the flooding technique is used (viz., the data are transferred hop-by-hop). In small-scale WSNs, flat routing protocols are reasonably efficient. On the contrary, in large-scale WSNs, flat routing schemes are useless because the resources in such networks are scarce, and all sensor nodes process additional sensing data and demand more bandwidth. Typical examples of flat routing protocols in WSNs are: Flooding and Gossiping, Sensor Protocols for Information via Negotiation (SPIN), Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) and Rumor.

Hierarchical or cluster–based routing
In a hierarchical topology (Fig. 1), sensor nodes are formed into Clusters consistent with specific application requirements.

Sensor nodes may perform diverse tasks in the WSN. For example, a sensor node may sense temperature, while another sensor node may sense the motion of an object. One of the cluster members is elected as Cluster-head (CH). A CH must have higher energy than a cluster member because its main task is to collect information from the cluster members and send these aggregated data to the BS or to another CH using the cluster-based routing protocol. Typical examples of cluster-based routing schemes in WSNs are: Low-energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH), Two-Level Hierarchy LEACH (TL-LEACH), LEACH-ERE, and Power-Efficient Gathering in Sensor Information Systems (PEGASIS).

Compared with flat routing technology, the cluster-based routing protocols have critical advantages.

Advantages of cluster-based routing protocols
- **More Scalability:** The hierarchical network topology of clusters permits the route set up process within each cluster to be a local process. That implies that each sensor node (within the cluster) keeps a Routing Table that has small size due to this locality. The hierarchical network topology is more scalable than the flat network topology. Moreover, it can sense more directly the sensing field.
- **Data Aggregation/Fusion:** It is an important task in a WSN because sensor nodes generate redundant data. Particularly, it is the process of aggregating data from several nodes to eliminate redundant transmission and provide fused data to the BS. Obviously, eliminating redundant transmissions directs to energy savings. In the clustering data aggregation method, each CH aggregates the collected data and transmits the fused data to the BS. It is noteworthy that aggregated data are transmitted by using the multi-hopping technique through other CHs. This produces major energy savings.
- **Less Load:** As it was mentioned earlier, to eliminate redundant data transmissions in the network, the data aggregation/fusion process is performed at the CHs. This process combines data from different sensor nodes (sources) and offers a rich and multi-dimensional view of the targets being monitored. Many cluster-based routing schemes with data aggregation capabilities must adopt suitable cluster
formation techniques. Conclusively, the data aggregation/fusion process helps to radically reduce the transmission of data and save energy.

- **Less Energy Consumption:** As only CHs perform inter-cluster communications, a small number of sensor nodes (CHs) carry out the task of long-distance communications. Consequently, the hierarchical network topology of clusters brings out less energy consumption for the entire network.

- **More Robustness:** The network topology of clustering is more robust and can respond efficiently to various network changes, such as sensors nodes mobility; unpredicted failures; and sudden addition of cluster members. Within any cluster, a cluster-based routing scheme can handle these changes. As a result, the entire network is more robust and more controllable. In cluster-based routing protocols (e.g., LEACH) communication between CHs and BS is divided into rounds. The role of the CH can be assigned randomly to any cluster member per round. Every round has two states: (1) setup state; and (2) steady state. With such CH assignment, the malfunction (or failure) of any sensor node can be avoided.

- **Collision Avoidance:** The multi-hop flat model has low efficiency in the usage of channel bandwidth because all sensor nodes access and share the wireless channel equally. On the contrary, in the multi-hop clustering model, data communications between sensor nodes include two modes:
  - Intra-cluster communication for data collection;
  - Inter-cluster communication for data transmissions.
In the multi-hop clustering model, a portion of channel bandwidth can be allocated rationally to each cluster in order to reduce collisions between the clusters, and if it is required this portion can be reused by other cluster. Consequently, the multi-hop clustering model is appropriate for large-scale WSNs.

- **Latency Reduction:** The inter-cluster communication assists to avoid collisions between the sensor nodes, because only the CHs participate in such communications. As a result, the number of hops from the data source to the BS is reduced, and thus the latency is reduced.

- **Load Balancing:** An effective load balancing scheme can prolong the network lifetime in a WSN. Multi-path routing is a method that can achieve load balancing. Load balancing is mainly related with the distribution of sensor nodes among the clusters. Generally, the construction of equal-sized clusters is adopted for prolonging the network lifetime as this prevents the early energy depletion of CHs.

- **Fault-Tolerance:** The sensor nodes in a WSN suffer from energy exhaustion, transmission errors, hardware malfunction, malicious attacks etc. Consequently, a WSN is prone to failures, and effective fault-tolerant approaches are required in order to avoid the loss of sensitive data from critical (for the application) sensor nodes. Re-clustering is the simplest method to recover from a cluster failure, but it usually disorders the in progress operation of the cluster. The assignment of CH backup is a feasible recovery scheme from a CH failure.

- **Guarantee of Connectivity:** Each sensor node must have the guarantee that it can connect to its next hop node (along the path). It is noteworthy that sensor nodes that cannot communicate with any other sensor node will get isolated. Moreover, their data can never be transmitted to the BS. The guarantee of connectivity determines mainly whether or not the data are successfully delivered to the BS. This guarantee is an essential goal of any cluster-based routing protocol in WSNs. A typical example is when a designated fusion node has to gather particular information relating to all the sensor nodes in a cluster-based routing protocol.

- **Energy Consumption Balancing (hole avoidance):** In a hierarchical WSN, each node transmits self-generated and relayed traffic data. Despite of MAC protocols, the sensor nodes which are near to the BS transmit more packets to the BS, and they prevent the remote nodes from sending their data packets to the BS. These remote nodes have enough remaining energy but they
are isolated. As a result, the sensor nodes near to the BS leave an “energy hole” near to the BS.\textsuperscript{16,17} Actually, the whole network is partitioned in two parts. In order to avoid this problem, three types of energy consumption balancing mechanisms have been proposed: (1) node deployment; (2) load balancing; and (3) energy mapping and assigning.\textsuperscript{18} Especially, uneven clustering is one of the methods of load balancing. In uneven clustering, a smaller cluster radius near to the sink and a larger cluster radius away from the sink are defined respectively. In this way, the energy consumption of processing data in inter-cluster is less for cluster having smaller radius. As a result, the remote nodes use more of their energy to relay their data.\textsuperscript{19} However, it is difficult to analyze the optimization of cluster radius theoretically.\textsuperscript{20}

- **Maximizing of the Network Lifetime**: In order to maximize the network lifetime, we must minimize the energy consumption of CHs. We remind that the energy consumed during communication mainly depends on the distance between the sending and the receiving nodes. By shortening the communication distances between sensors, the CH can protect itself and the other cluster members from fast battery drain. Such shortening saves energy while CHs receiving data. Obviously, a sensor node that is close to most of the sensor nodes (in the cluster) should be prone to be a CH. It is noteworthy that routes, composed of nodes with higher energy resources, must be selected in order to prolong the network lifetime in inter-cluster communications.

**Conclusion**

WSNs can be employed in many civilian and military application scenarios. The design and development of effective routing protocols for WSNs is a challenge for the research community. Many cluster-based routing protocols have been proposed that can match the required properties of a hierarchical WSN. In this editorial article, we have presented the main advantages of cluster-based routing protocols in WSNs. In the design of cluster-based routing protocols for real-time application scenarios (e.g., battle-target tracking), various quality of service (QoS) metrics must be considered. However, existing cluster-based routing protocols in WSNs mostly consider only on how to increase the energy efficiency. However, they to provide QoS guarantees. We remark that some QoS requirements, such as the bounded end-to-end delay, can violate in practice the design assumptions of many of the existing cluster-based routing protocols.
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